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Filling these pages is great step-by-step information on modifying your 5th Gen, including

upgrade instruction on brakes, suspension, rear axles, intake and exhaust, cooling, fuel

systems, transmissions, LS engine mods, superchargers, turbochargers, ECM tuning,

aftermarket EFIs, and more. There is fierce competition on the street for modern muscle

supremacy.

Silver Medal Winner (2016 IAMC Award Winner 2017-08-18) --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorScott Parker has been on the staff of GM High Tech Performance

magazine since early 2004, and has been its Editor since 2009. In that time, he's built many

project cars and produced hundreds of technical stories detailing the GM LS-Series V-8

engines. He is a recognized expert on LS engines. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.From the Back CoverThe Chevrolet Camaro really needs no introduction to automotive

enthusiasts. From its inception (along with the Firebird) in 1967, the Camaro established a

reputation that made its name a household word. Insanely popular on the street, successful in

all forms of competition, and a perennial best seller, over the past half-century the Camaro has

cemented its status as an icon. The Camaro did go on hiatus for an eight-year period, much to

the chagrin of enthusiasts, but made a triumphant return in 2010 with the 5th-Gen models. Of

course the new generation of Camaros is filled with the technology you would expect, including

multiple trim versions and a variety of engine packages. And of course, as capable as the new

cars are, Camaro enthusiasts always want more. That's where this book comes in.Filling these

pages is step-by-step information on modifying your 5th-Gen, including upgrade instruction on

brakes, suspension, rear axles, intake, exhaust, cooling, fuel systems, transmissions, LS

engine mods, superchargers, turbochargers, ECM tuning, aftermarket EFIs, and more. There is

fierce competition on the street for modern muscle supremacy. With Camaro 5th Gen

2010-2015: How to Build and Modify, you can keep your Camaro ahead of the competition.--

This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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U.S.A.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Title Page:The 2014 Camaro Z/28 took the 1LE’s concept a step or

two further, as a purpose-built track day racer that is street and emissions legal. Instead of

robbing the parts bin and making a few tweaks, the engineering team was on a mission to

create the best handling Camaro possible. They even used the opportunity to improve the

aerodynamics significantly, which was subsequently carried over to the base Camaro.Back

Cover PhotosTop:The first year COPOs were available in five production-based color options,

though this Summit White version with blue graphics is perhaps the most recognizable. Year to

year the colors and graphics changed.Middle Left:The Quarter Master Optimum-SR Two-Disc

Clutch (PN 542004) uses two 10.4-inch marcel-type discs with organic rag-type friction and a

sprung hub. The vented floater plate and grooved friction surfaces are designed with cooling in

mind. Capable of holding 1,400 hp and 1,000 ft-lbs, this is no lightweight, but pedal effort is still

minimal. This particular clutch is going into a 650-hp Racing Head Service (RHS) LS7-powered

2010 Camaro SS.Middle Right:Texas Speed has a Basic Heads & Camshaft Bolt & Gasket Kit

that includes new stock head bolts. You can upgrade to ARP bolts or studs, but the stock ones

are fine for naturally aspirated street cars. The downside, though, is that they use a more

complicated torque procedure using torque-to-yield bolts. ARP hardware uses only torque (not

degrees) to install and is reusable.Bottom:After dropping the radiator, fans, and coolers back

into place, the heat exchanger slid in behind the bumper support. Redline Motorsports felt it

was crucial that the heat exchanger did not affect the air damn and underbody aero. The heat

exchanger now lurks behind the Z/28’s thin upper grille and emblem, tipping off would-be

challengers.DISTRIBUTION BY:EuropePGUK63 Hatton GardenLondon EC1N 8LE,

EnglandPhone: 020 7061 1980 • Fax: 020 7242 3725AustraliaRenniks Publications Ltd.3/37-39

Green StreetBanksmeadow, NSW 2109, AustraliaPhone: 2 9695 7055 • Fax: 2 9695 7355
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PREFACEThose were dark days in the early aughts when General Motors canceled the

production of the Camaro. General Motors’ enthusiasts were forced to make due with a

converted Australian sedan and the back-seat-less Corvette. Although both were formidable

options, they simply could not replace the Camaro. It is a legendary nameplate with faithful

followers who just wouldn’t convert. The power of the brand was just so strong that Chevrolet

had to bring it back. Enthusiasm had only been building for the LS platform, as stock fourth-

generation Camaros were becoming hard to come by. And today no one thinks twice about

putting an LS engine in anything from a 1969 Camaro to a Porsche 911. Although some looked

at the Camaro’s absence as a negativism, today you can look back on it as a caesura in its

lyrical history. The pause added punctuation to what had become a literal powder keg.January

9, 2006, was a momentous day for GM enthusiasts. At the time, I was still a little green as

associate editor of GM High-Tech Performance (GMHTP) magazine when General Motors

unveiled the Camaro at Cobo Hall in Detroit, Michigan. But the excitement within our staff and

enthusiasts was palpable. It already had a formidable engine to power it, the 400-horse LS2

V-8, so it just needed the new Zeta chassis to call home. A year later General Motors served

up the Pontiac G8 GT sedan as an hors d’oeuvre, which used the same chassis and the lower

compression, rectangular-port L76.By the time the 2010 Camaro coupe hit the streets three

years later, I was at the helm of GMHTP. The production cars were available prior to the press

cars, so I arranged to drag test a stick and an automatic with private owners who had placed

early orders. By that time, the magazine had been moved to Tampa, Florida, where I located

an automatic version and headed to Bradenton Motorsports Park. In the heat and humidity, it

went 13.38 at 105 mph. A week or so later, I headed back to New Jersey to test Redline

Motorsports’ stick car, which went 13.09 at 110 mph at the legendary Englishtown Raceway

Park. The stick car later went 12.89 with more seat time and better conditions. Despite some

regression from the fourth-gen, the fifth-gen was far superior to the Challenger R/T Classic that

was tested on the same day.At news of the testing, fourth-gen purists cried fowl. Instead of

remembering the early days of the LS1, they tended to remember the times run in mineshaft

conditions by professional drivers after nine years of familiarity with the platform. As time has

gone on, the fifth-gen has proven to be a formidable platform even for drag racing. But it has



taken some adjustments and changes in thought. As someone who has owned several fourth-

gens, I originally preferred it as a drag racing platform. But the retro modern looks of the fifth-

gen, combined with its safety, are particularly appealing if you prefer to drive your Camaro on

the street (as many of us do).Case in point: I wouldn’t think twice about strapping my daughter

into the car seat in the rear of a fifth-gen. Fourth-gen? Not so much. And if you are building a

dedicated race car, it is not hard to drop some serious weight out of the chassis. That’s why it is

not surprising that as the fifth-gen has become more affordable in the secondary (used) car

market, you are seeing more of them at the track.It has been my privilege to cover the

Camaro’s rebirth, as well as the gamut of modifications that tuners and builders have

undertaken. I was at the first drive of the 2012 Camaro ZL1 at Virginia International Raceway,

the 1LE at Gingerman, and countless National Muscle Car Association (NMCA) races,

including the Fastest Fifth-Gen Shootout that I conceived and sponsored as editor of GMHTP. I

hope that the knowledge accumulated from these events, racers, enthusiasts, and experts

throughout the industry can help others who love the fifth-generation Camaro for years to come.
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Rick, “Good read but don’t expect to rely solely on this book. I’m a backyard mechanic that’s

pretty handy around cars (I service all my cars, repair, troubleshoot, etc). Overall, I would

classify this book as a technical coffee table book. It offers good reading on the history of the

gen5 with a sprinkling of technical instructions and related aftermarket parts to get a sense of

the possibilities and the work involved for mods.I wasn’t expecting much in the way of step by

instruction because internet. but I was pleasantly surprised by the background info on the gen

5.If this book was to be updated, I would expand the history of how the gen5 came to be and

leave out all the technical stuff. A book can never compete with a good forum, real wrenchers

and helpful camaro enthusiasts.Just for the model/options information, I would buy this book

again.Likes-Has a lot of gen 5 background info like models, options, engines, transmissions

and suspensions that were offered during the reign of the gen 5. It’s not in-depth by any means

but I did learn a lot about the the gen 5.-contained lots of aftermarket brands part info-

contained torque values for most/all mods-photos were nice and clear unlike online images or

videos.Dislikes-Some parts seemed more like advertising to sell parts-not detailed or in-depth.

It only provides general instructions. You will need other sources of information to do most of

the mods in this book.- It may be due for an update?”

Bella, “Great info. Purchased a used item but it was mine new”

BWB, “Great book to have!. A to Z for fifth generation fans and collectors. Glad I finally bought

it.”

Mike B, “Better than described. This book was better than described ! A must-have for any

Camaro 5th generation owner that wants to modify.”

Alex K., “Great book for 5th gen Camaro owners!. Great book every 2010-2015 Camaro owner

should add to the book collection.”

Yves Bouchard, “Pour modification seulement. Ce livre n'est pas pour l'entretien, explique en

detail comment faire certaine modification. Tres bien expliquer. Sourtout pour modele V8”

Jake L., “In depth book. Very in depth book on how to's. Only problem is it doesn't cover a lot

on the V6 engine”

Corey, “Is what it is. Book is new. Yet to read but it came as it should.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 108 people have provided feedback.
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